Christ Our Hope Catholic Church
Faith In Laity Corner

Word Sowing

Readings Is.10-11, Rm.8:18-23, Mt 13:1-23

Good to be back writing again!!! I guess one must admit that movement to different locations
can alters the ability to operate with everything on an even keel. One reality was typing
documents; these were much of a challenge as I opted to leave the laptop behind. I had to learn to
‘let go’!! As we flow into the 15th week of Ordinal times, there is no doubt the world is tumbling
at a pace and maybe it’s the American society that appears to be tilting or leaning severely on the
side. The readings address issues surrounding sowing seeds. Hmmmm. An interesting Gospel
reading especially for a nation with an awkward lean. Our first Reading from the prophet Isaiah
reminds us that God is ‘The Word’. He spoke and it was. No ‘word’ or action taken by God falls
short of its intended purpose.
“So shall my word be
that goes forth from my mouth;
It shall not return to me empty.” (Is.55:11)
God’s Words are firm and unchanging, matters that He decrees will come to pass. We know
that following His Will is not be an easy task. He reminds us
“Consider that the sufferings of this present time
are as nothing compared with the glory to be revealed for us.” (Rm. 8:18)
There is the assurance that trusting in His word will help us to press on when there is earthly
pain. Pronouncements made by God will not falter or fail to come to fruition. God says/predictsit Will Be. Never as we want or expect it; in His time, not ours. As we recite in the ‘Lord’s
Prayer’ “Thy Will be done on earth and in the heavens…” all elements of creation follow His
directive. He has the master plan.
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“Rain and snow come down
And do not return there
till they have watered the earth.” (Is. 55:10)
Our earthly challenge is to ‘see’ the hand of God working in our lives and the lives of others
around us. No experience is without its merit, there is a lesson God wants us to learn.
The prophet Isaiah points towards the purposefulness of God. We as humans make
statements like – ‘I don’t know why I said that’. That is not a God attribute!! His words are
powerful and far reaching. Yes, it reaches across time and space. God is the same now and
forever. His words complete its mission and purpose.
“Achieving the end for which I sent it.” (Is. 55:11)
Most times our words remain meaningless and unfulfilled, with disappointing promises and
shattered hopes. (politicians have that down to a science) This is not the way of God!! We are
invited to heed His Words daily in our lives.
As we cast our thoughts on the Gospel, God’s Words again are directing us to the various
ways we with our human shortcomings, receive them. The well know story of the sower and the
seed is apt in our political and social climate today. This deliberate question begs for a response What soil are you? We live in the era of ‘real time/face time’ information. Yet, there is little
change in the stated of our soil conditioning!!
“Some seed fell on the path….” (Mt. 13:4)

Type 1- Do we listen at all? So many people ‘zone out’ and prefer to play their fidget
gismo, candy gems, online slots, tweet, Snapchat, or FB (all day), they of course are unmoved by
anything God could say…. They did not hear.
“Some fell on rocky ground, where it had little soil….” (Mt. 13:5)

Type 2- We have those who blindly listen to ideology which support their fears,
formulate excuses (not good ones) join in meaningless rhetoric and refuse to see the greater
implications of what is said or done- they soon shrivel and die.
“Some seed fell among thorns…” (Mt. 13:7)

Type 3 group-they take no aggressive side and remain on the fence (Jesus had a few choice
words for them). Hiding behind the popular idea, privileges of life and appear to ride the wave of
success; but when the demand is made to speak up- or bow out- they bow out.
“Some seed fell on rich soil, and produced fruit… (Mt. 13:8)
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Type 4- those who listen, support, act, speak out, march out, write out and are moved by the
scenes around them to cast their knees on the ground and pray. Their work is not in vain.
Which one are you?????
“Whoever has ears ought to hear.” (Mt. 13:9)

*****************
Thank you for your patience as I travelled over the past 3 weeks. It was
a time to visit other Catholic churches and appreciate the beauty and
universality of our faith.

Let us not forget to pray for our upcoming Health Care Bill to be reviewed,
may the good of the people prevail.
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